
Bar Hoppin' With Hops

   The Second Century Tour
        Hops MacBarley's 2013

             Key West Bar Boondoggle

Bar 193:

Levity Lounge
618 Duval Street (Angela Street entrance)

Thursday, 12 September, 8:15 PM

Goose Island Summer Ale (draft) $0.00

Yes, that address looks familiar.  I'm sure I 
could tour 100 bars just at 618 Duval if I 

give it enough time.  

And, though it's officially part of the reborn 

Cowboy Bill's complex, it's public face is on 
that cozy alley off of Angela Street that 

was once Awful Arthur's, briefly Salsa Loca, and very briefly Fat City Monroe 

Parish (#127).  I'm not sure if FCMP ever even officially opened under that 
name.  

Very shortly after we hopped Fat City, those signs came down and a Levity 
Lounge sign went up.  We had heard that name tossed about  even before 

hopping FC, so it was not a shocker.  What we were curious about, though, 
was what kind of place was it going to be?  Levity?  Unless it was named 

after Larry and Laura Levity's son Lenny, it seemed to be referring to humor 
or frivolity, especially the treatment of a serious matter with humor or in a 

manner lacking due respect (if I recall my vocabulary definition 
correctly).  So, was it going to a comedy club??  K-Dub could probably use 

one, but certainly not in an open-air location. Ya gotta trap those laughs in a 
closed room, so they bounce around and fill the space.  Laughter is 

contagious, and if the whole room is full of guffaws and giggles, you'll let 
yours out too.  But if the air is dead, you're more likely to stifle your yuk-

yuks and merely chortle or chuckle.

So, comedy was out.  Why Levity then?  Maybe I would find out. 

Anyway, I had stopped at the gym for a few quick sets after leaving Bare 

Assets (ha, do you read anything into that?) and was rolling around on 
Trekko The Wonder Bike, just digging Duval and its immediate tributaries 

before I wheeled down to ID's for the Pats game.  This almost-aimless riding 
looped me down Petronia to Whitehead and back up Angela. I was on top of 
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Levity before it occurred to me that there were a lot of people there.  Not 

only a lot of people, but live music and a big balloon arch.  I had stumbled 
upon a Soft Opening!  Serendipity, baybee!

Trekko got chained to a rack forthwith, and before you could recite the 
Mahabaratta I was at the bar looking for a softly opened beer.  

It all became even more of a bonus when Tammy appeared behind the bar 
and came over to wait on me.  We did mutual Heyyyyyyyys and hugged 

across the bar.  It's always a kick to see the Tamster.  I asked for a Goose 
Island, mainly because I like the taps, and as she brought it back, she gave 

me that dismissing wave that said This one's on me, you hunk.  Ha, 
jackpot.  

Levity looked baaarely different than Fat City.  A little brighter, slightly 
shinier furniture.  I think.  And a little different paint job behind the 

bar.  Exact same layout.  

It became clear that I was on the tail end of the soft opening.  The crowd 

was already thinning.  I assumed that it was a 5:30-8:30 thing.  It was 

better than assuming that they were 
leaving because Ihad arrived.  

As bar business lagged a tad, I 
chatted with Tamiami about work, 

life, and her puppy.  Mostly her 
puppy.  And I didn't really chat; I just 

listened.  Once you get Tam on a 
topic that she's into, just peel back 

your ears and ride out the surge.  

Then she had to start some shut-down work, so we did a bye-bye hug, and 

as I was about to head off, she yelled at me, called me back, and handed 
me a Levity Lounge card, good for a free beer on a subsequent visit.  When 

it rains, it pours.  

Addendum, January 15, 2014:

Never did use that card.  Never will either.  Levity is CLOSED.  Did not take 

long.  Maybe they should have tried comedy after all.  
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